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Massacre'ade Party

In a West Hollywood nightclub, Jesse Bombora is sure that the death of his friend and colleague
was no accident. Now heâ€™s seeking the help of his best friend, Eric De la Cruz to unmask the
killer and prevent another murder. Avid surfer and thrill seeker, Eric De la Cruz is guided by his
inquisitive temperament to the seedy underbelly of the West Hollywood club scene. When a second
brutal murder occurs he finds himself entwined in a gritty world of hardcore drugs, sex, blackmail
and murder. While the body count continues to rise, Eric must expose the truth before Eric and
Jesse become the next victims on the Venetianâ€™s list.
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I just finished reading LK Scott's book MASSACRE'ADE PARTY. Scott hails from hinterland
Sunnyside WA USA which isn't all that far, as the crow flies, from hinterland Spokane WA USA
(where I've been hold up for quite sometime now). Wherever I am, I always try to check out local
talent.For those of you interested in go-go dancers, gays, bis, and drags, with exotic names (i.e.
Fabron. DJ Indigo, Orlando, Isis, Ankur, Tee...), caught up in the West Hollywood clubbing scene,
including its dope, back-biting, bitchiness, corruption of innocence, murders (yes, more than one),
and sex scenes not so graphic that you ever need worry about scaring the socks off some grandma
reading over your shoulder in some public place, this book is for you.While I encountered some
disconcerting inconsistencies, more toward the ending than the beginning (i.e. Warehouse 223
suddenly morphed into Warehouse 221; a paragraph not indented, a word misspelled, here and
there...) -- all of which could likely have been caught and rectified ay an editor providing one more

read-through -- I didn't find them too distracting; nor, do I suspect, will you.

This book had been recommended to me by a friend, and I just couldnâ€™t wait to get my hands on
it. Scott paints a vivid picture of the West Hollywood club life, and the danger that just might be
lurking in its shadows. The story is funny when it needs to be, and frightening when you want it to
be. Iâ€™ve read the book twice now, and still find it to be one of those stories you can read over and
over. I can wait to get my hands on more from this author. I highly recommend this for a fun and
frightening summer, or anytime read!

Plot has great potential...but the massive number of typos and lack of editing made for an annoying
read. I had to give up midway through in spite of wanting to know more. It was just too frustrating.

The character was totally a 7 year old. I think the writer was stoned. Someone needed to proofread
it.
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